
Revelation 15 Part 1 

 

1. Preliminary Considerations 

1.1. The setting/location of events depicted in this chapter is heaven (1, 5). 

1.2. The “seven angels w/seven plagues” represent the same events as the seven angels w/the seven 

trumpets from chapter 8: 

Consider = The seven angels w/seven plagues “are the last, for with them the wrath of God is finished” 

which is also what the seven angels w/the seven trumpets represent (11:15 – iow: the wrath poured out 

previously on the “kingdom of the world” through the previous trumpets and seals is now over.  The 

kingdom of Christ has won the victory over them and has become the new dominant kingdom (of God) 

on earth).   

Compare = (2
nd

: sea) 16:3 w/8:8-9; (3
rd

: rivers/springs) 16:4-7 w/8:10; (6
th

: armies over the Euphrates) 

16:12 w/8:13-16
1
.   

1.3. Since the seven angels w/the seven trumpets represent the last five month siege of Jerusalem by 

the Romans (APR/70AD-SEP/70AD), this (too) then must be role of the seven angels w/the seven 

plagues. 

1.4. Where this places Titus and his Roman armies = Directly upon the walls of Jerusalem, no longer 

allowing anyone to come out of the city to freedom (or even slavery or death) but instead holding her 

remaining residents captive inside, while at the same time bombarding her through Roman heavy 

weaponry, machinery and ramps.  

1.5. “Sea of glass” indicates the specific heavenly location of this chapter to be the throne-room of God 

(see 4:6). 

1.6. Given the facts of: heaven as the location of events in this chapter (and God’s heavenly throne-

room), and Nero Caesar as “the beast” from previous chapters, this means those “who had conquered 

the beast and its image and the number of its name” must be those Christians martyred by Nero during 

his persecution (64-68 AD). 

1.7. Worship (3-4) takes place before the actions of the seven angels (5-8…16:1ff), another piece of 

evidence supporting their congruency in meaning to the seven angels of Rev 8 and its historic relevance 

(see 8:1-5…6ff). 

                                                           
1
 Though not all that is communicated between the events of the trumpets and bowls is exactly the same, it is not necessary to 

establish them as parallel accounts (ex. The Gospels).  In respect to parallel accounts, only contradictions (sequential or 

otherwise) create a problem.  And in this respect, none seem to exist. 



1.8. Further support regarding the seven angels w/the seven plagues depicting the 5 month siege on 

Jerusalem is realized by considering the significance of the “song of Moses” (3-4; Exo 14:27-15:19). 

 1.9. Since it is the Christian martyrs of the Neronic persecution who sing the song, this lends further 

support to  the idea that there is a definite connection between such persecution and the destruction of 

Jerusalem--or more specifically--to the Jews’ culpability in the killing of Christians by the Romans (17:6, 

18:20, 19:1-2). 

1.10. Based on the fact that the angels come forth from “the tent of witness” or “sanctuary” (5-6; Act 

7:44), and are dressed in priestly garments (Exo 28:39), it is clear that what is about to take place is from 

God and considered holy work.  

1.11. This is made clear also by what follows the giving of the “seven golden bowls full of the wrath of 

God” is a filling of the sanctuary w/ “the glory of God and from his power”(8). 

 1.12. The picture of heavenly worship and temple service in this chapter is ironically not for God’s 

blessings, forgiveness or mercy, but His “wrath” and “plagues” (3-8; compare to: 5:9-10; 1Ki 8:10-23; Lev 

9:6-23). 

1.13. Since it is for God’s wrath and plagues that worship is given to Him in this chapter, this MUST mean 

God expects worship from his people as much for His judgments as He does His mercy. 


